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ABSTRACT  
The advent of large-eddy-simulation (LES) approaches in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has enabled 
significant advancements to be made in the context of configurations with separation and unsteady wakes.  There 
have been several computational-experimental collaborations to understand these complex phenomena with 
mixed success.  Some of these collaborations are discussed, highlighting successes and examining shortcomings 
or gaps.  Two configurations are primarily focused upon: a complex rotational rotor hub and a ship airwake.  This 
effort includes the examination of inflow and outflow boundary conditions and wind tunnel blockage assessment. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and computer hardware have reached a level of maturity where 
computational analyses can be applied to complex fluid mechanics that have eluded understanding in the past.  In 
particular, the advent of numerical methods with large eddy simulation (LES) turbulence closures solved on 
massively parallel high performance computing (HPC) have opened the door to new innovation. 

However, the 1990’s concept of a “virtual wind tunnel” based on numerical methods to replace physical wind 
tunnels has been discarded.  Instead, collaborative investigations that combine both computational and 
experimental experts have made significant strides in dispatching the single investigator paradigm of research.  
While each approach has shortcomings, synergistic collaborations that leverage their strengths can overcome their 
weaknesses and advance research outcomes on complex problems.   

This collaborative approach has been particularly successful in the vertical lift community in addressing some of 
the complex issues that hinder design of faster rotorcraft and operation of vehicles on ships. In several instances, 
concurrent (or a priori) numerical simulations have been key to the identification of problems in wind tunnel 
experiments,1,2,3 including the model setup and design, and the effects of scaling (incorrect Reynolds number), 
blockage, and dynamic assumptions for “real applications.”   

These more accurate numerical approaches have highlighted the need for additional information from 
experimentalists.  For example, characterization of the wind tunnel turbulence is now relatively commonplace to 
provide inputs for LES approaches.  Many validation efforts also include the wind tunnel test section and test 
stand, so that more accurate inflow (pressure ratio, boundary layers, inflow unsteadiness) and outflow (pressure 
ratio) are required. 

In this paper, some of these experimental-computational collaborations are discussed, illuminating their successes 
and examining shortcomings, usually in the form of unknowns or assumptions that may provide incorrect 
computational simulations.  Three configurations in particular are highlighted: a complex rotational rotor hub, a 
two-dimensional wing undergoing dynamic stall, and a ship airwake.   
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1.1 Rotor Hub Drag and Wake Investigation 
The rotor hub system (hub, control hardware, blade roots) has been assessed to be one of the primary contributors 
to rotorcraft parasite drag. This drag, along with the drag from the fuselage, is one of the primary limitations to 
achieving higher flight speeds on helicopter and advanced vertical flight designs.  Until recently, CFD has been 
limited in its analysis of the rotor hub system due to the complex geometries (see for example, Fig. 1-1), multiple 
reference frame flows, and separated bluff-body wakes.   

 

a) Georgia Tech1    b) Penn State University4 

Figure 1-1: Example of Rotor Hub Test Models in Recent Experimental-Computational Studies 

A collaborative computational-wind tunnel analysis of rotor hub drag and near-body wakes at the Georgia Institute 
of Technology (GIT) from 2010-2013, resulted several major findings, the most pertinent here that the selection 
of the experimental model scale was critical due to the many differently-sized components.1,3  Model-scale 
simulations of the wind tunnel configuration were able to correlate extremely well with experimental results (See 
Fig. 1-2) for both integrated loads and near wake behavior.  However, the results were significantly different when 
that same CFD process, adjusted for full-scale length and Reynolds number changes.  This led to the realization 
that the drag and wake behavior appeared to be driven by several of the smaller cylindrical component Reynolds 
numbers, which were subcritical at model scale, but supercritical at full scale.  The need to computationally model 
the rotation was also observed, as the contribution and wake of different components changes between a static and 
dynamic assessment, as illustrated in Fig. 1-2.  The computations – performed a priori to seeing the experimental 
results – indicate that the flow wake features are correctly captured.  A translational shift in some locations is 
present in Fig. 1-2 (and has been observed in multiple other wake analyses).  To ensure that these small shifts do 
not result in erroneous conclusions about the computations, when “Virtual hot wire” data are collected during 
simulations for correlation to an experimental hot-wire location, a cloud of data should be saved so that potential 
translations in the flow features can be assessed. 

Reich et al.5 have published a comprehensive review of the computational and experimental assessment of rotor 
hub systems.  Research at ONERA and US industry confirmed the need to assess the dynamic behavior of the hub 
system, as both the system performance and the near wake content experienced significant changes. Scaling 
considerations should include the rotor speed to capture the wake unsteady content.  As expected, cylindrical and 
spherical components are sensitive to Reynolds number scaling, while components with fixed-point separation are 
not.   

These earlier findings led directly to the development of an experimental-computational workshop on a new 
realistic hub configuration.  In this effort, the scaling effects were mitigated through the use of a water tunnel to 
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provide Reynolds numbers that were above critical values.  Furthermore, the necessity of assessing the ability of 
these CFD solvers to capture longer-age wakes so that rotor-empennage-tail interactions could be evaluated early 
in the design phase of new vehicles was recognized.  The first hub drag workshop was held in June, 2016, and a 
series of papers on the results of the workshop were presented at the 2017 American Helicopter Society (AHS) 
Forum.6,7,8 The sensitivity of the computational predictions to mesh spacing, turbulence model, and solver 
boundary conditions were documented. 

 
a) Static hub at 0o orientation  b) Counter clockwise rotating hub at 240 rpm 

Figure 1-2: Comparison of time-averaged PIV and CFD GIT hub centerline wake velocity deficits at 
one hub diameter downstream along the tunnel axis.  From Ref. 1. 

An important observation from both the GIT hub drag effort and the PSU hub workshop was that the benefit was 
not simply the addition of an experimental dataset for computational validation.  The computational results, 
especially when available from multiple solvers, meshes and/or users, were able to guide the experimental effort 
about potential errors, as well as identify new areas of interest.  This interaction has provided a richer understanding 
of the physics, in particular for the hub workshop effort. 

1.2 Ship-Airwake Investigation 
Naval air operations occur in the airwake of ships during take-off and landing.  This wake consists of massively 
separated flow embedded with shear flows, vortices, turbulence and transient gusts.  Safe operations demand the 
testing and certification of each ship-aircraft combination at representative wind-directions, which can be an 
expensive process. Wind tunnel testing at full-scale Reynolds number is prohibitive, but even relaxing that 
constraint leaves other tunnel effects, notably blockage by the ship model, as well as local wall interference.  CFD 
can provide predictions at full-scale Reynolds number and without blockage or wall-effects, but the simulation 
must accurately model turbulence, which can lead to the need for extensive computer resources.  

For research into naval air (especially helicopter) operations, a “simple frigate shape” (SFS) was proposed and 
standardized,9 allowing comparable experiments10 and computations.11,12  Later investigations determined that the 
original geometry missed features shed from the bow of an actual frigate, resulting in the SFS2 geometry (Fig. 1-
3). This new model has also been tested in experiment13 and several computational methodologies including 
URANS,14 DES,15 and hybrid URANS-LES solver methods.16 

Recently, a campaign to evaluate general ship modelling practices in wind-tunnel testing was completed.17 The 
effort investigated three model scales of the SFS2 geometry at three yaw angles (0o, 60o, 90o) in the Naval Surface 
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Warfare Center Carderock Division (NSWCCD) 8' x 10' subsonic wind tunnel, as illustrated in Fig. 1-4. The model 
scales ranged from the largest 1/50th scale (1:50) to the smallest 1/100th scale (1:100), as illustrated in Fig. 1-5 for 
the 60o yaw orientation.  The scaled models and yaw angles impose blockage ratios from less than 1% (1:100 
scale) to nearly 10% (1:50 scale), so the Maskell blockage correction method was applied to the experimental 
data.18 The experiment provides loads on the SFS2 geometry and fast response probe (FRP) data. These blockage 
corrections to side force and yaw moment cause data from the different models to approach one value, while 
corrected values of axial force and roll moment show more variation.    

A computational effort has been undertaken to evaluate the 1:50 and 1:100 scale model at 2.9 million ship-length 
Reynolds number at 0o, 60o, and 90o yaw angle in both the tunnel and free-air to evaluate blockage, local wall 
effects, and the influence of outflow boundary conditions. In addition to correlation with the experimental data, it 
is hoped that the numerical simulations can provide additional insight into the flow field behaviour. Full-scale 
simulations at free-air Reynolds number of 290 million (equivalent to about 60 knots) provide a reference for 
computing scaling and blockage estimates. Time step size was determined so that volume-point sampling matches 
the experimental FRP response of 2000 Hz for the 1:50 scale model.  

 

Figure 1-3: Simple Frigate Ship 2 (SFS2) configuration (From Ref. 17) 

 
         a) 0o Yaw                                      b) 60o Yaw             c) 90o Yaw   

Figure 1-4: Orientation of the 1:50 scale SFS2 model in the wind tunnel. 

 
a) 1:50 Scale  b) 1:100 Scale   

Figure 1-5: Comparison of the two SFS2 scale models in the wind tunnel at a yaw orientation of 60o. 
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2.0 COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY 

The CFD solver applied in this study is the FUN3D code developed at the NASA Langley Research Center.19,20 
FUN3D is capable of solving mixed element topological meshes using an unstructured methodology.   Second-
order backwards differencing provides the temporal discretization, and spatial discretization is also second-order 
accurate.  O'Brien21 and Renaud et al.22 have demonstrated that FUN3D's incompressible formulation is not only 
robust for low-speed flight regimes, but both compressible and incompressible results are comparable to t 
structured grid results when the grids are locally comparable on the surface and in the boundary layer.   

The FUN3D solver was originally developed for fixed-wing applications by NASA researchers. In the early 
2000's, overset mesh capability was added in which blade rotations are applied to individual blade grids provide 
FUN3D's ability to model multiple reference frames of motion simultaneously.21 In 2015, FUN3D was 
successfully demonstrated as a new near-body CFD solver within the CREATE-AV HELIOS framework,23 
increasing its footprint for relevant problems in the vertical flight community. 

Relevant research efforts have been performed by the author on configurations that include static and dynamic 
bluff bodies;2,16 rotating complex hubs, rotors and propellers;5,6 and dynamic airfoils and wings with separation 
and reattachment.24,25 These investigations have resulted in a secondary observation to the original research goals: 
large eddy simulation (LES) turbulence closures are required to accurately capture the unsteady wake features and 
the separation. In the present context, the term LES is used to refer to either a LES simulation throughout the 
simulation or a hybrid closure where unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) are rigorouslya 
coupled with LES equations to provide LES predictions in a separated wake.  These LES approaches require the 
solution of one or more additional partial differential equations: the turbulent kinetic energy (k) equation and, in 
some solvers, a turbulence length (l) equation.26  While LES methods capture transition naturally, hybrid 
approaches may or may not incorporate transition modelling.27  Comparisons of traditional unsteady Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) turbulence models, such as the Menter kw-SST two-equation model, and 
detached eddy simulation (DES) based on one- or two-equation  URANS turbulence models, have been observed 
to have weaknesses when modelling the separated wakes of static models,24,28, 29 as illustrated in Figs. 2-1 and 2-
2.  Here, it is demonstrated that the URANS approaches cannot predict the unsteady wake behaviour shed from 
the cylinder (Fig. 2-1a). Thus, the URANS methods do not capture the point of separation, and thus the integrated 
drag coefficient is in error by over 50% (Fig. 2-1b).  This behaviour is not limited to traditional bluff bodies.   

Aerodynamic configurations, such as wings, at high angles of attack encounter similar issues.  The RANS methods 
do not capture the pressure distribution over the leeward portion of the airfoil where separated flow is present, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2-2 for an airfoil at high angle of attack.  As further reported by Hodara et al. for separated flow 
over a semi-infinite wing at high angle of attack in reverse flow,24 DES approaches can predict the integrated 
aerodynamic variables, but tend to temporally smear the wake features.  In addition, DES remains more sensitive 
to the local mesh quality and time step size compared to traditional subgrid-scale LES. 

Therefore, the simulations presented in this work are based primarily on the hybrid RANS-LES methodology of 
Sanchez-Rocha: an additive blending of the Menter SST RANS approach with a one-equation kinetic energy LES 
formulation, sharing a hybridized turbulent kinetic energy variable. 30  Hodara subsequently added transition, new 
filters that better protect the boundary layer and capture unsteady features with the local dynamic kinetic energy 

 
a Unlike most hybrid RANS-LES approaches, this model includes important cross derivative terms that arise in the derivation of the 

combined turbulence equations so that the momentum layer between the URANS and LES governing equations are physically 
correct.  This is important for flows such as wind tunnel wall boundary layers. 
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model (LDKM), and include hybridization terms.27, 31 The cost of this turbulence closure is approximately 2-3% 
higher than the original two-equation model for structured solvers and about 5% for unstructured solvers. 

           
a) Transitional separated wake  b) Integrated performance characteristics 

Figure 2-1: Correlation of different turbulence simulations on a semi-infinite circular cylinder at 
Reynolds number of 3,900 (based on cylinder diameter) for a two-equation URANS closure, Delayed 

Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) and the hybrid URANS-LES.  From Refs. 27 and 31. 

 
Figure 2-2:  Illustration of the importance of a LES turbulence closure in a highly-separated flow 

about a NACA0012 airfoil at 90o angle of attack. The RANS closure results indicate significant 
suction on the leeward side of the airfoil, which is not present in the experiment or the HRLES 

results. From Ref. 32. 

2.1 Ship-Airwake Mesh Definition and Simulation Parameters 
The meshes of the configuration were determined based on best practices of prior bluff body simulations with 
unstructured, mixed element meshes.2,16 Each simulation was comprised of a single mesh that was optimized to 
the configuration and Reynolds number to avoid errors from oversetting meshes.  In typical simulations, a 
background mesh for the wind tunnel would be developed, and near-body and clustered wake meshes overset.  
The number of mesh points varied from 20 to 30 million, based on the orientation and location (free air or tunnel). 
The wind tunnel walls are assumed to be inviscid,16 so no boundary layer growth was performed.  A nominal 
turbulence intensity of 0.1% was applied to the simulations with a constant velocity inflow and a constant pressure 
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outflow to mimic the tunnel behavior.  Convergence was determined when the change in the drag coefficient of 
the SFS2 configuration remained less than 1% when evaluated over a 2500 iteration period.  This was typically 
obtained between 14500 and 15000 iterations.   

3.0 COMPUTATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF WIND TUNNEL EFFECTS 

3.1 Influence of Inflow and Outflow Boundary Condition 
Computational simulations of a wind tunnel test section often mimic a standard internal flow with ideal conditions.  
That is, a constant velocity inflow with a constant pressure ratio outflow over a uniform cross-sectional test section. 
As CFD simulations are able to more accurately represent actual operations, additional information may be needed 
to accurately model more realistic wind tunnel inflow and outflow boundary conditions.   

3.1.1 Inflow Boundary Conditions 

With the use of LES simulations, there are additional considerations that are needed for the computational inflow.  
The inflow boundary condition is typically a prescribed velocity with computed pressure and density through the 
perfect gas laws.  As LES approaches capture the larger turbulent scales rather than modelling all of the turbulent 
scales, it is important that the wind tunnel inflow is properly characterized.  The turbulence imparted to incoming 
free stream in the test section needs to be characterized, typically as some form of turbulence intensity. Two recent 
studies have demonstrated that separation characteristics for both bluff and aerodynamic geometries can 
significantly be changed with the introduction of turbulence in the flow field.33,34 These and similar studies provide 
early assessment of the sensitivity of the simulations to the turbulent and/or small unsteadiness of the inflow, which 
will likely be increasingly important to measure as the community moves to certification of CFD solvers that will 
include uncertainty analysis.35 

3.1.2 Outflow Boundary Conditions 

The outflow boundary condition can have a significant impact on the outcome of the computational predictions.  
The typical computational boundary condition is a pressure recovery ratio, pout/pin, where the pressure at the 
beginning of the test section, pin, forms the reference of the simulation.  As test sections are typically a constant 
cross-sectional area, it is assumed in many instances that the control volume is sufficiently long to recover the 
inflow pressure, so pout/pin=1.0 if there is no measurement of this pressure.   

For the ship-airwake experiments, there were available local velocities in all three axes captured in the test section.  
As discussed and illustrated by Quon et al.,16 these were utilized to ensure that the outflow boundary pressure 
condition was sufficient by correlated with these local test section velocities.  The computational simulations 
indicted that the pressure ratio was approximately pout/pin=1.0 for these simulations.  In addition, the influence of 
applying the incompressible versus compressible solution path was explored, as well as using viscous and inviscid 
wind tunnel walls.  

 To illustrate the importance of this outflow boundary condition, the pressure ratio was reduced by 10% to 
pout/pin=0.9. There was a noticeable change in the physics observed for these two pressure ratio outflow conditions.  
Both the minimal blockage case (1:100 scale model at 0o yaw) and the largest blockage case (1:50 scale model at 
90o yaw) resulted in approximately 2.2-2.5% higher streamwise (drag) force coefficient. The impact of the pressure 
ratio outflow boundary condition can be observed on the pressure contours over the ship model, as illustrated in 
Figs. 3-1 and 3-2.  While not shown, there are corresponding increases in the magnitude of the fluctuating 
pressures, in particular on the landing deck of the ship.  The pressure distribution along the centerline of the ship 
also confirms this change. 
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The influence of the reduced pressure is felt not only on the model, but also in the wind tunnel itself.  The pressures 
along the wind tunnel walls retain their overall shape, indicating blockage as discussed later, but there is a negative 
translation in the pressure coefficient data indicating the increased speed associated with the pressure gradient at 
the outflow boundary condition.  

While FUN3D had no issues with the outflow boundary condition for this study, and for all the simulations using 
the wind tunnel configurations, other researchers did find additional sensitivities with the outflow boundary 
condition.  For the hub drag workshop, researchers also applied the OVERFLOW structured solver to the 
configuration.7  Here, the outflow boundary condition was based on the mass flow rate, which is a transient and 
requires a long time to settle and may be subject to significant dissipation within the solver.   Approximately 15-
16 rotor revolutions were necessary for this outflow parameter to become periodic about a constant value.  
Conversely, the pressure ratio boundary condition required approximately 9 rotor revolutions to converge.   

   
 

a) pout/pin=1.0                                               b) pout/pin=0.9 

Figure 3-1:  Influence of the outflow pressure ratio boundary condition on the model pressures for 
the 1:100 scale model at 0o yaw (minimal blockage). 

For both types of outflow boundary conditions, a priori knowledge of the mass flow rate or pressure ratio at the 
downstream edge of the control volume would significantly improve CFD accuracy and initialization during 
validation. 

3.2 Blockage and Scaling 
The experimental effort17 focused on three different size models 1:100, 1:68, and 1:50.  The 1:100 scale model 
was the recommended model scale for wind tunnel testing as the model length was less than one-half the tunnel 
width, and its blockage was estimated at less than 1%. Alternately, the 1:50 scale model length covers more than 
90% of the tunnel width at the 90o orientation angle, and it has a blockage of about 10% for the wind tunnel.  The 
experimental researchers applied the Maskell correction for bluff bodies to the loads on the ship and observed that 
the side force was invariant with Reynolds number.    

For the computational effort, the blockage effects are directly computed based on the streamwise force (nominally 
drag) to determine how closely the blockage computed by the Maskell correction.18  First, the configuration was 
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evaluated both within the wind tunnel and in free air (no wind tunnel).   Two different ship model scales, 1:50 and 
1:100, were also evaluated in the wind tunnel to evaluate the differences there. 

The pressures along the upper surface of the wind tunnel walls provided a clear indication of the blockage.  The 
centerline pressures along the upper wind tunnel are provided in Fig. 3-3 for the 1:100 and 1:50 scale predictions.  
For the 1:100 scale model, the pressure coefficient change is minimal, indicating small blockage for all 
orientations.  For the 1:50 scale model, the pressure coefficient change is more significant, in particular for the 90o 
orientation.   

 
a) pout/pin=1.0                                               b) pout/pin=0.9 

Figure 3-2:  Influence of the outflow pressure ratio boundary condition on the model pressures for 
the 1:50 scale model at 90o yaw (maximum blockage).  The port side is windward to the wind tunnel 

freestream velocity. 

 
a) 1:100 scale model                                              b) 1:50 scale model 

Figure 3-3:  Effect of the blockage on the upper wind tunnel centerline, as measured by pressure 
coefficient.  
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Another approach to potentially quantify blockage was the comparison of the axial (streamwise) force for free-air 
simulations with the wind tunnel computations.  The comparison with the Maskell blockage estimates from the 
experiment and simulations are shown in Table 3-1.   The Maskell estimates from the simulation, computed using 
the same assumptions as experiment, tend be larger than the experimental estimates for the smaller scale model 
(1:100) and smaller for the larger model (1:50).  Fluctuations in the computed drag coefficients indicate differences 
of up to 0.13% for the 0o orientation up to 2.4% for the 90o orientation. These differences are being further assessed.  

The results of the direct simulation approach, while there are some differences, are very encouraging when 
correlated with the experimental Maskell blockage estimates.  Most of the estimates are within 1-1.5% of the 
experimental values, with the largest difference for 1:50 scale model for the 60o orientation.  This helps to confirm 
the conclusion by Rosenfeld et al.17 that the Maskell approach is appropriate for these ship experiments, but also 
to assess whether these simulations can be used to help design wind tunnel tests and eliminate costly missteps due 
to blockage and scaling.  

Table 3-1:  Comparison of the blockage estimates. 

 Maskell (experiment)17 Maskell (simulation) Direct Integration (simulation) 
 

Model 0o 60 o 90 o 0o 60 o 90 o 0o 60 o 90 o 
1:100 +0.45% +4.68% +5.59% +1.36% +16.1% -- +0.78% +3.14% -- 

 
1:50 +2.02% +21.67% +28.17% +1.43% +18.25% +23.58% +3.43% +16.58% +28.03% 

 
The computations can further augment the wind tunnel test results by examining more of the details of the flow 
field.  The shed vorticity from the ship superstructures impact the wake through which the landing vehicle must 
fly.  To illustrate, the 0o and 90o cases are examined in Figs. 3-4 and 3-5.  There are small differences in the wind 
tunnel 1:100 and free air model predictions.  These are primarily observed on the forward decks.  The 1:50 model 
in the wind tunnel also has minor differences at 0o orientation, but there are significant differences at the 90o 

orientation.  The wind tunnel simulation indicates the presence of significantly larger vortical structures on both 
the forward and aft decks where the vehicles would be landing.  The shear layer from the forward part of the ship 
is stronger over the aft deck and extends higher.  The wind tunnel aft deck also has significantly more vortical 
structures than the free-air model.  The differences in the aft deck behaviour for the 1:50 scale model at the 90o 
orientation (aft deck is deck on the right of the figure) appears to be influenced by the close proximity of the side 
wall to the model, with an area of increased velocity over the bow and stern regions, similar to what was reported 
in the experiment.17  Similar behaviour was observed for the 60o yaw orientation as well, but is not shown here. 

     
a) Free-air scale model       b) Wind tunnel 1:100 scale model              c) Wind tunnel 1:50 scale model 

Figure 3-4:  Visualization of the velocity contours along the plane of the SFS2 centerline to illustrate 
the effect of the scaling and blockage at 0o orientation.  Free stream velocity is from right to left. 

     
a) Free-air scale model                        b) Wind tunnel 1:50 scale model 

Figure 3-5:  Visualization of the velocity contours along the plane of the SFS2 centerline to illustrate 
the effect of the scaling and blockage at 90o orientation.  Free stream velocity is into the page.  
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For these simulations, the tunnel walls have been assumed to be inviscid, as is the usual practice to minimize the 
cost of modelling the large boundary layer region (see for example, Jain et al.25), and as prior evaluations indicated 
that the viscous boundary layer did not play a role here16.  However, in other campaigns the wind tunnel wall 
boundary layer has extended well into the configuration, resulting in the need to model the boundary layer 
computationally, including an estimate of its thickness at the beginning of the test section, or to remove it as a 
CFD benchmark (for example, the Research Supercritical Wing database for the Aeroelastic Prediction 
Workshop36).  

4.0  DATA MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS 

While computational simulations with LES wakes at the appropriate temporal and spatial scales have demonstrated 
their ability to predict the salient features of separated flows, there may exist small time lags and/or spatial 
translations in the wakes when compared to their experimental counterparts, in particular when configurations 
undergoing dynamic motion.24,27  Figure 4-1 illustrates the wake of a static wing in reverse flow where the free 
stream velocity flows from the trailing edge to the leading edge.  The salient features are well captured by CFD 
with LES wakes, and they appear at comparable times during the vortex shedding cycle, as noted by the 
nondimensional cycle time noted on the figures.  However, when the airfoil is undergoing dynamic motion, such 
as dynamic stall (Fig. 4-2), there is a time delay during a portion of the cycle when separated flows dominate.  
Here, the lag is shown in the different times noted between the PIV and computations.   These small phase lags 
can result in differing integrated loads on the body, as the interactions between vortices, shear layers, and other 
phenomena may be different.  Saving instantaneous data during separated flows can help resolve these differences, 
and lead to further understanding of the complex physics.  Monitoring cycle-to-cycle variations of periodic flows 
can help identify areas where these complex interactions occur so that the computations can be further analysed 
for these lags. 

Time- and phase-averaging of data are primary mechanisms for analysis in wind tunnel tests.  For unsteady 
separated flows, this type of data analysis can potential mask flow features are not fully periodic.  An example of 
this is the nonlinear lift that occurs just prior to stall for a pitching wing.  Computations have long predicted that 
this nonlinear lift is much stronger than experiment, and significant resources have been expended to understand 
why.  In 2014, Ramasamy et al.37 presented an investigation of experimental data that exhibited this trend.  They 
observed that the onset of the nonlinear lift was not perfectly correlated with the angle of attack.  Thus, phase 
averaging of the data reduced the magnitude of the nonlinear lift peak significantly.  Therefore, the computations 
were predicting the magnitude behaviour correctly.   

From the computational analyses and correlations both referenced and newly presented here, the synergy between 
wind tunnel experiments and computational analyses can be exploited to further understand complex separated 
flows in the subsonic regime. As discussed in the introduction, these studies have been primarily based upon the 
author’s experience in rotary wing applications, but they are also applicable to fixed-wing applications as well. 

As presented earlier for the rotating hub wake, the computations may also present phenomena that are spatially 
offset by a small amount. Taking experimental hot-wire data at a cluster or row of points may be conducive to 
helping during CFD validations, in particular if the wind tunnel test section is not to be modelled. 

5.0 FUTURE EFFORTS 

Additional efforts to understand the rotating hub are underway as part of the second hub drag workshop which 
will be taking place on May 31, 2018 at Pennsylvania State University in State College, PA USA.  Further insights 
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into the potential use of CFD to design ship-airwake wind tunnel tests are continuing, and the impact of rotating 
systems on dynamic stall behaviour is also being evaluated.   

These efforts have focused primarily on the low Mach number regime, primarily for incompressible or mildly 
compressible flows.  Efforts are planned to further study an accurate, yet efficient approach to model the wall 
boundary layer, and if a numerically-based blockage correction can be determined for dynamic testing.  
Gregory38,39 observed that for his dynamic stall experiments in oscillating free streams that include compressible 
and transonic effects that a locally varying blockage model is needed.   
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Figure 4-1: Comparisons of instantaneous velocity magnitude contours between PIV measurements 
(left) and numerical simulations (right) for a static NACA0012 airfoil at Re=1.1x105 and α=30o at 

various times during the vortex shedding cycle.  PIV data from Jones (UMD).  From Refs. 24 and 27. 
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Figure 4-2: Comparisons of instantaneous velocity magnitude contours between PIV measurements 
(left) and numerical simulations (right) for a NACA0012 airfoil undergoing dynamic pitching 

oscillations at k=0.16 for at Re=1.65x105 and α=10o +/- 10o during the second half of the pitching 
cycle when flow is separated.  PIV data from Jones (UMD).  From Refs. 24 and 27. 
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